Mechanical Properties and Consequences of Stereocilia and Extracellular Links in Vestibular Hair Bundles
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ABSTRACT Although knowledge of the fine structure of vestibular hair bundles is increasing, the mechanical properties and functional significance of those structures remain unclear. In 2004, Bashtanov and colleagues reported the contribution of different extracellular links to bundle stiffness. We simulated Bashtanov's experimental protocol using a three-dimensional finite element bundle model with geometry measured from a typical striolar hair cell. Unlike any previous models, we separately consider two types of horizontal links: shaft links and upper lateral links. Our most important results are as follows. First, we identified the material properties required to match Bashtanov's experiment: stereocilia Young's modulus of 0.74 GPa, tip link assembly (gating spring) stiffness of 5300 pN/μm, and the combined stiffness of shaft links binding two adjacent stereocilia of 750 ~ 2250 pN/μm. Second, we conclude that upper lateral links are likely to have nonlinear mechanical properties; they have minimal stiffness during small bundle deformations but stiffen as the bundle deflects further. Third, we estimated the stiffness of the gating spring based on our realistic three-dimensional bundle model rather than a conventional model relying on the parallel arrangement assumption. Our predicted stiffness of the gating spring was greater than the previous estimation.

INTRODUCTION

Hair cells are the receptors of vertebrate inner ears. There are two broad groups; both detect mechanical stimuli. Auditory hair cells detect pressure waves in air or water to mediate hearing. Vestibular hair cells detect pressure waves in the fluid of the inner ear to mediate balance. Each hair cell is equipped with a mechanoreceptive organelle, the hair bundle, which comprises a hexagonal array of stereocilia and kinocilium. The stereocilia are arranged in "rows" of increasing height, so that the hair bundles can be said to have short and tall ends. Vestibular hair bundles also contain a true cilium at the tall end of the bundle, the kinocilium. Collectively, stereocilia and kinocilium form the "hairs" of the hair bundle. Mechanical stimuli bend these bundles. This alters the rate of transmitter release from hair cells onto postsynaptic neurons called primary afferents, which causes them to modify their firing. The modification of afferent firing is the signal that the inner ear transmits to the central nervous system.

Stereocilia and kinocilium are interconnected by extracellular, filamentous structures called links. Five types of links have been described in vestibular hair cells, based on their location in the hair bundle (for a review, see Bashtanov et al. (6): 1), kinocilial links (KLS) connect the kinocilium to one or more of the tallest stereocilia; 2), ankle links and 3), shaft links (SLs) interconnect the tapered bases and cylindrical shafts, respectively, of adjacent stereocilia; 4), upper lateral links (ULs) run horizontally, interconnecting the stereocilia near their tips; and 5), tip links run obliquely from the tip of a shorter stereocilium up to the shaft of the next taller stereocilium. Considerable evidence suggests that the five link types differ in structure and chemical composition (7–17). Thus, they are likely to differ in mechanical properties.

It would be useful to know the mechanical properties of bundle constituents (stereocilia, kinocilium, and different link types) because this would help us understand the role each plays in mechanoreception by hair bundles. Because bundle constituents are very small and delicate, it is difficult to measure their mechanical properties experimentally. Models provide an alternative approach, but few previous models have addressed the mechanical properties of individual bundle constituents. They have incorporated the effects of all constituents except link tips into a single "pivot spring" (18–21) or lumped shaft connectors and ULs together as "lateral links" (22–28). The latter approach produced a dilemma: if these lateral links are compliant, they cannot prevent splaying of the bundle, but stiff lateral links prevent stimulus energy from being transmitted effectively to transduction channels. To solve this dilemma and uncover the role of different bundle constituents, we need to investigate the contribution of bundle constituents individually. Recent advances in our understanding of link structure and increasingly sophisticated computational models together enable us to address this need.

In this study, we used finite element (FE) modeling to investigate the mechanical properties of stereocilia and different link types. FE analysis is an established tool for analysis of structural, thermal, and electromagnetic problems. An advantage of the FE method is its ability to model complicated geometries such as the varied and complex shapes of hair bundles. The flexibility and generality of FE analysis for
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investigating hair bundle mechanics was shown in previous studies (24-29). Our FE models incorporate important features of in vivo bundles including 1), realistic, three-dimensional (3-D) structure; and 2), new experimental findings on the composition of some link types.

We took advantage of a recent study which measured the stiffness of chick vestibular hair bundles before and after removal of different link types (6). By using our FE model to simulate these experiments, we determined the mechanical properties of stereocilia, tip links, ULSs, and SLs that fully explain the experimental results of Bashtanov et al. (6). Our results also provide insights into the functional role of different link types.

METHODS

Finite element program

For this analysis we have used a custom-made FE program and algorithm originally presented in Cotton and Grant (25). The previous FORTRAN program was newly written and run in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The hair bundle FE model is composed of two types of elements. The stereocilia are represented by Timoshenko (shear deformable) beam elements (30), which describe well the anisotropy of the stereocilia and account for translation and rotation under shear and moment loads. For the tip links, ULSs, SLSs, and KLs an elastic rod element is used which can either elongate or shrink. These links can support no bending or shear forces. Ankle links are neglected in the model as they contribute little structurally (6). The element mesh size for the stereocilia ranged from 0.05 to 1.0 μm after considering the real geometry of hair bundle, the matrix condition number, and the computational efficiency. It was confirmed that the solution with a refined mesh yields no differences. The custom program was validated by solving a simple problem and comparing it with the solution from a commercial FE program.

Modeling the vestibular hair bundle

The experiments of Bashtanov et al. (6) used bundles from the utricular striola. The utricle is a subdivision of the vestibular labyrinth that detects linear head acceleration in the horizontal plane and head tilt; the striola is a band of specialized utricular hair bundles. Bashtanov et al. used striolar bundles from chicks. Unfortunately, not enough quantitative information is available on the structure of chick bundles to use them in our FE models. Accordingly, we modeled one hair type from the utricular striola of a turtle, Trachemys (Pseudemys) scripta, in part because this bundle type resembles chick utricular bundles qualitatively and in part because we have detailed quantitative information about its structure (31,32). This bundle type forms a 20 μm-wide bundle within the striola (zone 2, 31) just medial to the line of polarity reversal (LPR); the tall ends of utricular bundles face each other across this reversal line.

Model construction procedures are illustrated in Fig. 1. Information on the planar arrangement of stereocilia was obtained from confocal micrographs taken at the base of utricular hair bundles viewed in whole mounts (Fig. 1 a). Heights of stereocilia and kinocilium were taken from confocal micrographs showing bundles in lateral view (Fig. 1 b). Because it is impossible to measure both planar arrangement of stereocilia and bundle heights from the same cell, heights of stereocilia and kinocilium were inferred from the average values of hair cells at the same location (zone 2, 32). These geometric properties are presented in Table 1.

The configurations of intercellary link structures followed previous studies (7-10,12-17,33,34). Link configurations for vestibular bundles have been summarized by Goodyear and Richardson (8) and Bashtanov et al. (6) and duplicated in our FE model (Fig. 2 a). In the FE model, the spatial densities of the horizontal links (ULs, SLSs, and KLs) are lower than in vivo. There are two reasons for this. First, little or no quantitative information is available about the position and spacing of horizontal links. Second, we could achieve the same mechanical effect and greatly reduce run times by modeling links at a lower density. Therefore, we chose 0.2 μm for the spacing of ULs and the KLs and 0.5-1.0 μm for the spacing of SLSs. As a result, the proposed mechanical properties of these links do not represent the mechanical properties of single filaments. Instead, the stiffness of each model link represents the collective mechanical effect of multiple filaments. The effect of the different spacing in the model and in real hair cell bundles is discussed later.

The tip links in the FE model represent all the structural components connecting the core cytoskeletal structure of one stereocilium to the core of the other stereocilium. Those structural components include the extracellular helical segment, probably composed of Cdh23, the transduction channel(s) with their associated elastic elements, Myo1 molecules, and other unknown intracellular and extracellular proteins (35-38). To avoid confusion with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Striola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of stereocilia</td>
<td>51 (+1 kinocilium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of kinocilium</td>
<td>8.8 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallest stereocilium</td>
<td>9.2 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest stereocilium</td>
<td>2.4 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereocilium spacing</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.025 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of kinocilium</td>
<td>0.425 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of stereocilium (shaft/root)*</td>
<td>0.40±0.04 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral link length (mean ± SD)*</td>
<td>0.078 ± 0.026 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip link length (mean ± SD)*</td>
<td>0.227 ± 0.003 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of tip links</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of UL between two stereocilia</td>
<td>3 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of SL between two stereocilia</td>
<td>3 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array length in E-I direction</td>
<td>3.18 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle height slope</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width/length</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These values were not measured; the stereocilium shaft diameters were adjusted to have the tip link length of ~220 nm.

Height difference between the tallest and the shortest stereocilium divided by the array length in E-I direction. A linear height gradient is assumed.

Array width perpendicular to the hair cell E-I direction divided by the array length.
I studied stereocilia roots affects the bundle compliance. Young's modulus (Es), the stiffness of the each of four parametric studies, three of the optimal mechanical of each individual mechanical parameter on the whole bundle stiffness. In complex as a tip link assembly cases reproduce the experimental conditions of Bashtanov et al. (6). We tested to observe the contribution of each structural component to the overall bundle stiffness. The cases include (5) hair bundle without tip links, (2) hair bundle without SLs, and (6) hair bundle without tip and SLs. These three cases reproduce the experimental conditions of Bashtanov et al. (6).

Simulation protocol

We simulated the experiment of Bashtanov et al. (6). Like the experiment, four cases were run to determine the structural contribution of different link types and to estimate the mechanical properties of the bundle structural components (Figs. 2 a–d). Link structures of a hair bundle include the TLA and the SLs, the ULs, and the SLs. In addition to these links, the flexibility of stereocilia roots affects the bundle compliance.

To measure the stiffness of the hair bundle in a resting state, a small point load of 1.0 pN in the excitatory direction (toward the taller edge) is applied at the tip of the kinocilium. The deflection at the tip of the kinocilium is computed and the bundle stiffness is defined as the applied load divided by the tip deflection. The hair bundle without tip links (Fig. 2 b) represents the BAFTA-treated hair bundle. The hair bundle missing SLs (Fig. 2 c) represents the subtilisin-treated hair bundle. A hair bundle washed with BAFTA and subtilisin has no tip or SLs (Fig. 2 d).

Throughout the study, we varied only four mechanical parameters: the stereocilia Young's modulus (Es), the stiffness of the TLA (kTLA), the ULs (kUL), and the SLs (kSL). We began by identifying a set of optimal mechanical parameters (Es, kTLA, kUL, and kSL) that minimize the difference between the modeled results and the three experimental outcomes of Bashtanov et al., namely 43% and 48% stiffness reduction after tip and SL removal and the intact bundle stiffness of 900 pN/μm. Initial values of Es, kTLA, kUL, and kSL were taken from the previous study (28). We then held three of the parameters constant and found the value of the fourth that minimized the difference. We repeated this process for the other three parameters in turn and then repeated the entire process until the values converged.

After we identified the optimal mechanical parameters (Es, kTLA, kUL, and kSL), we performed a series of parametric studies to observe the effects of each individual mechanical parameter on the whole bundle stiffness. In each of four parametric studies, three of the optimal mechanical properties were fixed and the remaining parameter varied.

Fixed mechanical parameters

During estimation of the parameter values described above, we fixed four additional parameter values: 1), the stiffness of KLa (104 pN/μm); 2), the Young's modulus (0.23 GPa) and 3), the shear modulus (0.045 GPa) of the kinocilium, and 4), the shear modulus of stereocilia (0.74 MPa). This study also consistently assumed the mechanical boundary conditions of fixed stereocilia roots and hinged kinocilium root.

KLa connect the kinocilium with the rest of the bundle. They have much in common with extracellular tip links (10,16), and these extracellular tip links are considered ideal and very stiff (12,15). We rationalize that the KLa should also be stiff as these links function merely to couple the forced kinocilium to the rest of the bundle structure, and compliance would serve no purpose. Our model showed that, as long as the KLa stiffness is greater than a few thousand piconewtons/micrometers, bundle compliance is not affected by the KLa stiffness. The kinocilium mechanical properties were inferred from those of sperm flagella and assumed to be isotropic (39). The shear modulus of stereocilia is set to 1/1000 of the Young's modulus based on results of previous parametric studies (26,29,40). In this study, we observed that a stereocilia shear modulus has a minor effect on the overall bundle stiffness or the stiffness contribution by different structural components. A stereocilia shear modulus even a hundred times greater than the value used for the study changed the bundle stiffness only a few percent and the relative stiffness contribution by <1%.

The mechanical boundary conditions are important and can affect the bundle stiffness considerably. Because the cuticular plate on which the stereocilium is a dense tangle of actin fibers into which the stereocilium fibers in the root completely embed (41,42), a clamped boundary condition was applied in which stereocilium cannot translate or pivot at the insertion point (29). The surface on which the kinocilium stands is considered much more compliant than the cuticular plate (43). For the kinocilium, a pinned boundary condition is applied in which the root of the kinocilium cannot translate but can freely pivot. In an early model with a clamped kinocilium root (data not shown), the stiffness contribution of the kinocilium was so large that the removal of tip or SLA could never reduce the bundle stiffness more than 30%, which is inconsistent with experimental results.

RESULTS

Mechanical properties of hair bundle structural elements

The mechanical properties satisfying Bashtanov et al.'s results were identified: Young's modulus of stereocilia, 0.74 GPa, and stiffness of TLA and ULs and SLs of 5300, 1, and 750 pN/μm, respectively. These values matched the solution obtained from the simplex method. In Table 2, the hair bundle stiffness and contribution of each structural element with the identified mechanical properties are compared with the experimental results (6). With the identified mechanical properties, our computational model produced the same results as the experiment. How the identified mechanical properties match other studies will be described in the discussion.

Parametric study

We used parametric analyses to learn the effects of each mechanical parameter on total bundle stiffness with all links.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Hair bundle stiffness with identified mechanical properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>a (Stiffness reduction %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashtanov et al. (6)</td>
<td>900 ± 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The structural contribution by the SLs decreased as the stereocilia got stiffer (Fig. 3 b). The SL contribution \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) went from 0.72 for lower stereocilia modulus to 0.13 for higher stereocilia modulus. On the contrary, the TLA contribution, \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} \), did not vary monotonically and was not affected much by stereocilia Young’s modulus. As the Young’s modulus of stereocilia changed from 0.5 to 1.0 GPa, the \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} \) stayed between 0.42 and 0.44.

Varying TLA stiffness also affected the whole bundle stiffness (Fig. 4). As the stiffness of TLA was increased a hundred times from 100 to 10,000 pN/\( \mu \)m, the bundle stiffness doubled from 530 to 1000 pN/\( \mu \)m (Fig. 4 a). Because the SLs and the TLAs both can play the role of binding the bundle, as the stiffness of TLA was increased, the contribution of TLAs \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} \) increased from 0.04 to 0.49, whereas the contribution of the SLs \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) decreased from 0.61 to 0.48. Experimental studies show that the stiffness of a hair bundle is decreased after removing the tip links (44,45). According to our simulated result, for the TLAs to contribute more than 30% of bundle stiffness, the TLA should have stiffness >1600 pN/\( \mu \)m.

The stiffness of the striolar hair bundle was tested for different stereocilia Young’s modulus values (Fig. 3). As the Young’s modulus was increased from 0.1 to 10 GPa, the bundle stiffness increased from 300 to 3820 pN/\( \mu \)m as the \( E_s \) increased from 0.1 to 10 GPa. We defined the stiffness contribution or the fractional stiffness reduction of the TLAs as \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} = (k_0 - k_{\text{w/TL}})/k_0 \), where \( k_0 \) is the stiffness of the control hair bundle and \( k_{\text{w/TL}} \) is the stiffness of the hair bundle after removing the tip links. Likewise \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) and \( \hat{k}_{\text{UL}} \) denote the fractional stiffness reductions after the SLs and the ULs are removed, respectively. Finally, \( \hat{k}_{\text{SLTL}} \) is the fractional stiffness reduction after both the shafts and the tip links are removed. The contribution of each structural element can be inferred from the stiffness reduction after removing that element (Fig. 3 b).

Figure 3: Effect of stereocilia Young’s modulus \( (E_s) \) on the hair bundle stiffness. At \( E_s = 0.74 \) GPa, the bundle stiffness matched the experiment results (dashed lines). (a) Bundle stiffness versus stereocilia \( E_s \); the bundle stiffness increased from 300 to 3820 pN/\( \mu \)m as the \( E_s \) increased from 0.1 to 10 GPa. (b) Structural contribution of different links: as the \( E_s \) increased, the \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) decreased, but the \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} \) stayed at a similar level when \( E_s \) was 0.3 ~ 1.2 GPa intact (panels a in Figs. 3–6) or after one or more links were severed (panels b in Figs. 3–6). In these figures the value that we estimated for each mechanical property (see Mechanical properties of hair bundle structural elements, above) is marked by a vertical dashed line. Horizontal dashed lines mark values for total bundle stiffness (panel a of each figure) or stiffness reduction (panel b) reported by Bashtanov et al. and matched in this study.

The stiffness of the striolar hair bundle was tested for different stereocilia Young’s modulus values (Fig. 3). As the Young’s modulus was increased from 0.1 to 10 GPa, the bundle stiffness increased from 300 to 3820 pN/\( \mu \)m (Fig. 3 a). We defined the stiffness contribution or the fractional stiffness reduction of the TLAs as \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} = (k_0 - k_{\text{w/TL}})/k_0 \), where \( k_0 \) is the stiffness of the control hair bundle and \( k_{\text{w/TL}} \) is the stiffness of the hair bundle after removing the tip links. Likewise \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) and \( \hat{k}_{\text{UL}} \) denote the fractional stiffness reductions after the SLs and the ULs are removed, respectively. Finally, \( \hat{k}_{\text{SLTL}} \) is the fractional stiffness reduction after both the shafts and the tip links are removed. The contribution of each structural element can be inferred from the stiffness reduction after removing that element (Fig. 3 b).

Figure 4: Effect of TLA stiffness \( (k_{\text{TLA}}) \) on the hair bundle stiffness. At \( k_{\text{TLA}} = 5300 \) pN/\( \mu \)m, the bundle stiffness matched the experiment results. (a) Bundle stiffness versus TLA stiffness: the bundle stiffness increased from 530 to 1000 pN/\( \mu \)m as \( k_{\text{TLA}} \) increased from 100 to 10,000 pN/\( \mu \)m. (b) Structural contribution of different links: as the TLA stiffness increased, the \( \hat{k}_{\text{TL}} \) increased and the \( \hat{k}_{\text{SL}} \) decreased.
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FIGURE 5 Effect of UL stiffness ($k_{UL}$) on the hair bundle stiffness. The $k_{UL}$ should be close to zero to match the experiment results by Bashtanov et al. (6). (a) Bundle stiffness versus UL stiffness: the bundle stiffness increased from 900 to 1180 pN/μm as the UL stiffness increased from 1 to 100 pN/μm. (b) Structural contribution of different links: As the $k_{UL}$ increased, the $k_{SL}$ decreased, and the $k_{TL}$ was not affected much within tested range.

The parametric study of the UL stiffness indicates that the stiffness of ULs should be very small compared to the tip and the SLs (Fig. 5). As the stiffness of the UL approaches zero, the stiffness reduction after tip or SL removal reaches experiment results. Because the ULs connect the adjacent stereocilia horizontally like the SLs, the contribution of the SLs’ $k_{SL}$ dropped from 0.48 to 0.18 as the stiffness of the UL was increased from 0 to 100 pN/μm. Note that the estimated stiffness of the UL (1 pN/μm) is much smaller than the identified TLA and SL stiffness of 5300 and 750 pN/μm. ULs with such a small stiffness did not contribute to the overall bundle stiffness.

Earlier studies noted that ULs must be stiff to allow the bundle to deform with minimal splay and that adding links of identical structure further down the shaft had little effect (23,26). This work reaches an extended conclusion based upon two differences in the model: this model assumes 1), the lateral links have two discrete structures (ULs and SLs) following two discrete material constitutive laws, and 2), the ULs have a nonlinear force-displacement relationship, which exhibits low stiffness at small displacement but increases to significant stiffness value at larger displacement. This allows tip links to transfer more interciliary force at a small displacement, while protecting the tip links via the ULs at a larger displacement.

The SLs have the second greatest effect on the whole bundle stiffness after the stereocilia rootlet stiffness, represented by the stereocilia Young’s modulus (Fig. 6). As the stiffness of SLs was increased from 100 to 10,000 pN/μm, the bundle stiffness increased from 570 to 1890 pN/μm (Fig. 6a). As the stiffness of the SL increases, the stiffness contribution of SLs, $k_{SL}$, increases from 0.18 to 0.75, whereas that of the tip links, $k_{TL}$, decreases from 0.57 to 0.18.

DISCUSSION

Summary

We have used 3-D FE analyses of a hair bundle from the utricular striola to simulate the experiments of Bashtanov et al. (6). These authors measured the stiffness of striolar hair bundles before and after removal of different link types by BAPTA and/or subtilisin. Our simulations have allowed us to specify some important mechanical properties of stereo-
cilium and of the links that interconnect them. They have also provided insights into the functional role of different interciliary link types. The effects of BAPTA and subtilisin on interciliary links are well documented (for reviews, see Bashianov et al. (6) and Goodyear et al. (11)), and they were confirmed by those authors using transmission electron microscopy. Accordingly, we assume that the treatment effects we simulated (tip links, SLs, or both removed) accurately reflect the condition of the bundles tested by Bashianov et al.

Identified mechanical parameters were the Young's modulus of stereocilia at 0.74 GPa, the stiffness of the TLA at 5300 pN/μm, the stiffness of the UL at 1 pN/μm, and the stiffness of the SL at 750 pN/μm. With this set of material properties, the bundle stiffness of the simulated striolar hair bundle from the turtle utricle, 901 pN/μm, matched the experimental stiffness of 900 ± 500 pN/μm (6). The stiffness reduction after tip link removal was 43.5% in the model, which compares well with the experimental value of 43% ± 18%. After SL removal, our model results predicted a 48.3% stiffness reduction, again matching the experimental drop of 48% ± 14%. Finally, after removal of both the tip link and the SL, stiffness drop was 80.8%. This value is less than the 91% estimated in Bashianov et al. (6). A possible reason for this discrepancy is discussed below (see Why not addition rules in stiffness?).

Although our search for the material properties is systematic, it is not a complete search of the entire solution space. However, Figs. 3–6 show that the model results are well behaved and all but one monotonically change with variation of model inputs. This behavior strongly suggests that no acceptable solution set exists outside our examined parameter space.

**Stereocilia**

Mechanically, each stereocilium is dominated by bundled actin fibers (46). There are 300–400 actin fibers in the shaft region while the number of fibers reduces as the stereocilium tapers into the root. For striolar hair bundles with heights <10 μm, the stiffness of each stereocilium is governed by the rootlet diameter and the Young’s modulus of actin fibers (26). Based on transmission electron micrographs, we determined a stereocilium root diameter of ~40 nm. Using this rootlet diameter, the value of 0.74 GPa was identified. This value is within the range of estimated Young’s modulus of 0.1 ~ 10 GPa (47), close to our previous parametric study result of 3 GPa (28) and a recent measurement result of 2 GPa (48). If we overestimated the diameter or the number of actin fibers at the rootlets of the stereocilium, then the identified Young’s modulus of stereocilium is underestimated. For example, with a smaller rootlet diameter of 30 nm, the stereocilia Young’s modulus would increase to 1.1 GPa, whereas the mechanical properties of extracellular links change less than a few percent.

**Tip link assemblies**

A tip link is a stranded extracellular filament. This extracellular link is thought to be very stiff so that it can even carry some amount of compressive force (12, 14, 17). The TLA in our FE model includes not only the extracellular filament, which is thought to be mostly composed of Cdh23 (14), but also any structural elements that are serially connected to it as it spans between the actin cores of adjacent stereocilia. When a stiff spring is serially connected to a compliant spring, the total stiffness of the spring complex is approximated by the compliant element. Therefore, the identified stiffness of TLA in the FE model (5300 pN/μm) will be the approximate stiffness of the compliant structural elements serially connected to the extracellular tip link.

The tip links have long been considered as a gating spring—a compliant elastic link that is serially connected to the transduction channel. Recently, it was suggested that the ankyrin repeats in the transduction channel are the elastic gating springs (12, 35, 37). Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels are believed to be the transduction channel of the hair cell. Among the TRP family, TRP1 and NOMPC contain 17 and 29 ankyrin repeats, respectively (15, 37). The 17 and 29 ankyrin repeats form an elastic spring and their stiffnesses are estimated as 5000 pN/μm and 900 pN/μm, respectively (15, 37). Current evidence supports TRPA1 as a component of the transduction channels in vertebrate hair cells (49).

Our identified stiffness of the TLAs, 5300 pN/μm, represents the stiffness of the gating spring. If the 17 ankyrin repeats in TRPA1 are the gating spring, it requires one ankyrin spring at one end of a tip link or two ankyrin springs at each end of a tip link. (If we assume the ankyrin spring is the most compliant constituent in the TLA and has a stiffness of $k_A$, two ankyrin springs attached in parallel at one end of the tip link will give the TLA a combined stiffness of $2k_A$. If a pair of ankyrin springs occurs at each end of the tip link, the overall stiffness of the TLA, $k_{TLA}$, is $k_A (1/k_{TLA} = 1/(2k_A) + 1/(2k_A))$.)

However, considering that all the TRP channels are tetramers (50), the TRPA1 channel may have quadruple ankyrin springs as is illustrated in Howard and Bechstedt (37). If one TRPA1 channel per a tip link has four parallel ankyrin springs, the combined stiffness of these ankyrin springs is 20,000 pN/μm. If there is another TRPA1 channel at the other end of the tip link, the combined stiffness becomes 10,000 pN/μm. These stiffnesses are ~2–4 times our estimated TLA stiffness and as great as ~10–20 times the gating spring stiffness estimated by the gating model (19). Two other possibilities exist. One possibility is that the gating spring may be made up of TRP heterotetramers, with some subunits having longer (more compliant) ankyrin repeats. The other possibility is that the ankyrin repeats are not the gating spring and another yet unknown springy protein is the gating spring.
Previously the gating spring stiffness was estimated to be \( \sim 1000 \text{ pN/\mu m} \) (19), which is one-fifth of the TLA stiffness in our hair bundle model. This stiffness value is often cited as a measured value. However, the value is estimated from experimental results based on the assumption of a particular mechanical model of the hair bundle. Specifically, the assumption was made that the transduction channels in a hair cell are arranged in parallel (19). In fact, the tip links, especially in the vestibular hair cells, are arranged both in parallel and in series. Furthermore, the estimated stiffness of the gating spring depends on whether one assumes a parallel or parallel-plus-serial arrangement of transduction units (Fig. 7). We believe that our 3-D model more accurately reflects the arrangement of transduction units in living hair bundles and that, consequently, our estimated value of 5300 pN/\mu m is the more accurate value for the gating spring stiffness.

**Upper lateral links**

We found that the stiffness of ULs should be <1% of the TLA stiffness to allow the TLA to contribute more than 30% of the whole bundle stiffness (Fig. 5). It also needs to be close to zero to correlate the model stiffness with experiment results. Even though the ULs have negligible stiffness in their resting state, it does not necessarily mean that they have no structural role. Often protein filaments get stiffer as they stretch (47). It is conceivable that the ULs in vestibular hair cells also have nonlinear material properties. Also, the stereocilia in hair bundles missing horizontal connectors often appear fused or splayed (34). From these and our simulation results, we can reason upon the structural role of the ULs.

Two structural roles can be hypothesized. Both are possible if ULs exhibit nonlinear mechanical behavior (Fig. 8). One possible role is to protect the tip links from damage. If the ULs gain stiffness as they are stretched, they could act like a door chain preventing relative motion of stereocilia beyond a certain range and protecting the tip links from hyperextension or rupture. The other possible role is to separate neighboring stereocilia. This may be important because hair bundles with damaged or missing lateral links frequently show fusion of stereocilia (34). We implemented the hypothesized nonlinear characteristics of the ULs (Fig. 8) with our hair bundle computational model to test the feasibility of this idea. Our simulation showed that if the bundle is subjected to a large force in either the positive or negative direction, the stereocilia contact one another at their tips where the lateral links are located (Fig. 9). Thus, ULs may act as separators that prevent stereocilia from fusing together.

**Dilemma with regard to the upper lateral link stiffness**

Reported experiments led to a dilemma in our earlier modeling efforts (27,28). Numerous researchers observed bun-
dies deforming with either no observable or minimal splay (51–53). For all cases the deflection at the tallest end is always seen to be “transmitted” to the short end where deflection is also seen. To simulate this transmission requires stiff links to couple stereocilia together. However, tip links only extend along the activation axis of the bundle, so with 3-D vestibular arrays, we also assigned stiff properties to the lateral links (which included both ULs and SLs) to create realistic bundle deflections (28). Further, these stiff lateral links had to be concentrated near the tops of stereocilia to effectively prevent splay. In this way, the mechanical energy needed to deform the shortest stereocilia was transmitted from the tall end of the bundle via the lateral links.

However, stiff lateral links placed near the top of stereocilia resulted in a reduction in tip link tension and the mechanical energy stored there (28). As a result, tip links were mechanically irrelevant to bundle deformation and functioned as passive sensors of motion. This contradicts other experimental observations that mechanical energy must be stored in the tip links (gating springs): tip links were estimated to contribute about half of the hair bundle stiffness (19,44,54,55). Such an observation is not possible without the tip links attached to the gating channels storing significant portions of mechanical energy. The observations of Bashlanov et al. (6) further support the presence of mechanical energy stored in tip links by reporting large differences in stiffness with ablation of tip links.

Our new simulations reconcile these seemingly contradictory mechanical observations. The deformation shape observations (51–53) that were made at larger deflections previously led us to conclude that lateral links must be very stiff and thus to discount the possibility of energy storage in TLAs. The observations showing the mechanical influence of TLAs on bundle stiffness (19,44,54,55) were made at smaller deflections. We posit here that TLAs do not contribute as significantly to the bundle stiffness at larger deflections as at smaller scales. This is possible with nonlinear stiffness of the ULs: by stiffening at large deflections, ULs help prevent splay but they are slack at small deflections, which allows TLAs to transmit mechanical energy efficiently from the tall to the short end of the bundle. In summary, ULs simulated by a linear elastic material response are incapable of matching all experimental results. Further, a close study of the complex morphology and material response of the ULs is vitally important to understanding hair cell dynamics.

Shaft links

Previous hair bundle models have assumed that the ULs and the SLs have the same mechanical properties (23,27,28). Based on that assumption, the SL was shown to have an insignificant role and was not included in the hair bundle mechanical model. But, the experiment results of Bashlanov et al. (6) indicate that the SL contributes as much as 45% of bundle stiffness. According to this finding, we added SLs in the hair bundle FE model with different mechanical properties from ULs. The major structural role of the SLs is apparently to bind the stereocilia together to form a bundle.

Although we computed the stiffness of an SL as 750 pN/μm, this does not mean the absolute stiffness of an actual single SL has that value. Instead, we may say that a group of SLs between a neighboring couple of stereocilia has total stiffness between 750 and 2250 pN/μm (one to three SLs times 750 pN/μm per link). High resolution images of hair bundles show that the links are more densely arranged in real hair bundles than our model (8–10,16). We observed that modeling fewer links doesn’t affect the structural response of the hair bundle as long as the total stiffness of the links binding two stereocilia is equivalent. In real hair cells with more SLs between neighboring stereocilia, the stiffness of an individual SL will be smaller than the computed value in this study. In the future, experimental work may determine the actual side link distribution. This would enable direct calculation of the individual link stiffness.

Why not addition rules in stiffness?

Bashlanov and his colleagues estimated the stiffness reduction after removing both the tip links and the SLs as 91%. However, in their experiment the stiffness of bundles treated with both BAPTA and subtilisin could not be measured due to the splitting of the bundle. The estimate of 91% came from the simple summation of the two treatment results: 43% reduction by BAPTA and 48% reduction by subtilisin. Our simulation results suggest that the addition rule does not hold. We saw 81% reduction after removing both types of links, which is 10% less than the estimation based on adding the effects of the two link types. The addition rule holds only
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ULs can prevent stereocilia from fusing. For this simulation, an ideally symmetric hair bundle was used to avoid possible artifacts of irregular stereocilia spacing. Each plot shows the top view of a deformed hair bundle. Deformed configurations are shown as background shadows. Top and bottom plots show hair bundles subjected to 400 pN at the tip of kinocilium in the excitatory and 200 pN in the inhibitory directions, respectively. Left plots (a and c) show the results when allowing contact between stereocilia. Without something to separate them, some stereocilia may fuse together. In the plots at right (b and d), the ULs are used as a separator or a control element. The ULs prevented the stereocilia from contacting each other directly.
if the hair bundle can be represented by a linear spring model (i.e., adding an SL spring in parallel to the other two springs in Fig. 7a). A simple angular spring and rigid lever model confirmed that \( k_{SL} < k_{SL} + k_{TL} \). This was just a qualitative test to validate the statement and does not imply that this type of model (angular spring and rigid lever) is a full substitute for our FE model.

**Differences between simulation and experiment**

There are two potentially important differences between the experiment by Bashtanov et al. and our computational simulations. First, the tested hair cells are from different species. Our model's geometric information was from the turtle utricle, of which geometric characteristics have been studied (31,56). The chosen hair bundle for the simulation is from the striolar region \( \sim 20 \) \( \mu \)m medial to the LPR. Bashtanov's et al. experimental data are from striolar hair cells within 60 \( \mu \)m from the LPR in the chick utricle. The hair cells from different species may have different mechanical/structural characteristics. But, the hair cells used for the simulation and the experiment share two important structural features: the configuration of extracellular links and the height of the bundle. In the simulated hair bundle, the extracellular link configurations were from the chick utricle. Our simulated bundle height is 9.2 \( \mu \)m, and the averaged bundle height of Bashtanov's et al. experiment was \( \sim 10 \) \( \mu \)m (personal communication with G. P. Richardson, University of Sussex, UK, 2005).

Second, the stiffness measurement method is different. In the experiment, the bundle is deflected by the Brownian motion of water molecules. To simulate the Brownian movement is not feasible because it is difficult to quantify the stochastic forces applied by the water molecules. In our simulation a concentrated load is applied at the tip of kinocilium. The different loading conditions may somewhat affect the results. Yet, in the range of experimental resolution, stiffness measurements from observing Brownian motion agree with the stiffness measurement by a concentrated load such as a glass fiber stimulus (57).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Recent works indicate that there is a rich array of different links in the hair bundle. Our study provides a mechanical interpretation of the effects of those links. Our hair bundle FE model is the first to simulate distinct ULs, SLs, tip links, and KL structures. By matching modeled results to other experiments, we predict the mechanical stiffneses of different link types. From our predicted TLA mechanical stiffness, we speculate on the gating spring's identity. We also suggest the ULs have nonlinear stiffness values which protect the TLA from rupture or the stereocilia from fusion during large displacements while leaving bundle sensitivity intact for small displacements.
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